



MONDAY . . . . 10:00
a.m., MAY NINTH, Nine-
teen Hundred Sixty-Six
MEMORIAL COLISEUM









Professor Thomas B, Stroup
The National and University Colors
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees, including the Candidates
for Degrees from the College of Law, College of Medicine,
and College of Dentistry
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Cahdidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture
and Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Commerce
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
The Candidates for Degrees from the School of Architecture
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Commerce
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Faculty of the School of Architecture
The Faculty of the Community Colleges
The Members of All-University Units
The Deans of the Colleges and other Administrative Officials
The Vice Presidents
The Official Guests
The Members of the Board of Trustees
The President of the University of Kentucky
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the ninety-ninth Commencement are enacted today at the
University of Kentucky, The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year
on campuses allover the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the
graduates' years of study and preparation for responsibility.
To help spectators understand the siqnificance of the ceremony, the follow-
ing description is furnished:
PROCESSION
1 The procession, which formed on the Avenue of Champions, will enter theColiseum through the south entrance. It is led by the University Marshal and fol-
lowed by the Color Guard carrying the national and state flags and the University
banner. The University Marshal is bearing the ceremonial mace, emblematic of
the authority of the State and the University. Led by the Student Marshals the
candidates march behind the identification banner of the respective colleges which
recommended them for their degrees.
The order of march is as follows:




The candidates for degrees:
College of Arts and Sciences









As the candidates reach their seats the members of the faculty of the University
of Kentucky march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges
and universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession
brings to the platform the Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various col-
leges, honorary degree recipients, alumni award recipients, Sullivan award re-
cipients, the Vice Presidents, guests, state officials, and finally the President of the
University. As a badge of office the President wears a jewel emblematic of the his-
tory of the State and of the University. The Trustees of the University can be
identified by their blue gowns with white panels. They wear blue caps with blue
tassels.
ACADEMIC ATTIRE
All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including Uni-
versity officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and
gown. The basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, re-
cipients of different degrees wear distinctive tassels on their cap (called Mortar
Boards), and hoods, draped down the back of the gown, of various hues.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelors' or Masters' degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated,
with the exception of those who already hold Doctors' degrees who are privileged














The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to
be worn dosed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at
the wrist, like the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner.
The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut
away. The gown is designed and supplied with fasteners that it may be worn
open or closed. The gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on
which are three velvet bars (usually black but sometimes other colors depending
on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appro-
priate color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institu-
tion-blue and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and ex-
poses more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree
which the person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the
wide panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining.
The colors of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for
medicine, and purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctors' degrees are
purple for laws, white for letters, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree
has been conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his
honorary degree consists in his being formally invested with the hood.
ORDER OF EXERCISES
PRESIDENT JOHN WIELAND OSWALD, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL-Four Marches for Organ
John Alexander, Organ
Ernest Bloch
INVOCATION-Rabbi William J. Leffler
Temple Adath Israel
Lexington, Kentucky
STAR SPANGLED BANNER .... Francis Scott Key
INTROOUCTION OF GUESTS ....... President Oswald
GREETINGS-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Mr. Richard Cooper
REMARKS President Oswald
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDS. President Oswald
CHARGE TO GRADUATING CLASS. Provost Lewis Cochran
PRESENTATION OF ALUMNI FACULTY AWARDS President Oswald
CONFERRING OF SULLIVAN AWARDS. President Oswald
Vice President Robert Johnson
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Oswald
ALMA MATER Carl A. Lampert
BENEDICTION-The Reverend Thomas Fornash
Methodist Chaplain
University of Kentucky





DEGREE RECIPIENT PRESENTOR ESCORT
Philip E. Blackerby" ............... Alvin L. Morris Alvin L. Morris
Leo Martin Chamberlain . .................. A. D. Kirwan A. D. Kirwan
l
Carl M. Hill .. Edward T. Breathitt Lewis Cochran
DOCTOR OF LITERATURE
DEGREE RECIPIENT PRESENTOR ESCORT
John Mason Brown .............. William S, Ward William S. Ward
l DOCTOR OF SCIENCEDEGREE RECIPIENT PRESENTOR ESCORTLouis Gordon. . .... Paul C. Nagel Paul C. Nagel
GRADUATE SCHOOL
ALBERT DENNIS KIRWAN, Dean







Dissertation "A Study of Low Energy Reactions In light Nuclei Using
Direct Interaction Theory"
Roy Winford Bahl, Jr.* ........ Economics Morgantown, W. Va.
Dissertation: "Factors Associated with Variations In City Expenditures"
Joseph Lee Baird .. English Kent, O.
Dissertation' "The Rhetorical Strategies of the Beowulf Poet"
Robert Norris Baird* ..... Economics East Cleveland, O.
Dissertation" "An Application of the Leontief Regional Model: An Input-
Output Analysis for Eastern Kentucky"
Bona W. Ball .English
Dissertation: "Rhetoric in the Plays of George Peele"
Council, Va.
Jackie David Batson·· ..... Biological Sciences Bessemer, Ala.
Dissertation: "A Life History and Geographic Variation Study of Amby-
stoma Texanum (Matthes), the Small-Mouthed Salam~
David M. Brumagen, Jr. * ... Biological Sciences Morehead
Dissertation: "The Accumulation of Scopoletin and a Glycoside of Scoo-









David James Cavenv ... Mathematics
Dissertation: "Bounded Hadamard Products of Hp Functions"
Lexington
Mary Ellen Curtin·· Psychology
Dissertation: "A Developmental Study of Probability Learning"
Lexington
Walter Ames Dickenson·· ..Psychology
Dissertation "Therapist Self-Disclosure as a Variable in
peutic Process and Outcome"
Lexington
Psvchcther a-
• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965
t Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 9, 1966, if all require-
ments are met.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Donald Gene Ely Animal Science Duncan, Okla.
Dissertation: "Dietary Influence on Microbia! Protein Synthesis and Nitro-
gen Utilization in Lambs"
Cloyd Herbert Finch* .................. History Ludlowville, N. Y.




Schemas: Their Influence on Various Tasks"
Donald Lionel Fowler Political Science Columbia, S. C.
Dissertation: "Presidential Elections in South Carolina' 1948 Through
1960"
Michael Joseph Gardone, Jr., * * Diplomacy Verona, Pa.
Dissertation: "International Reserves, International Liquidity and the
Dollar-Sterling Standard"
James Donald Gay* Psychology Lexington
Dissertation: "Personality Changes Associated with Workshop Participa-
tion"
Jerry Joldersma ..... Diplomacy
Dissert ation: "Ceylon and the United Nations"
Holland, Mich.
Bernard M. Jones, Jr. * * .............. Animal Science Park Forest, Ill.
iDissertation: "Variability In Beef Cattle Experiments"
Hong Sang Lau ...... Microbiology Lexington
Dissertation: "Leukocytic Hypersensitivity in Experimental Streotccce!
Infections and in Experimental Rheumatoid Myocarditis"
Calvin Paul Jones ... History Pikeville
Dissertation: "Spanish-America in Selected British Periodicals, 1800-
1830"
Mari-e Mason ... Education Lexington
Dissertation "Manifest Anxiety Level of Physically Disabled Rehabili-
tation Clients"
Frank F. Mathias ................... History Dayton, O.
Politics, 1820-1850"Dissertation' "The Turbulent Years of Kentucky
Bruce Hager Mayhew, Jr Sociology Lexington
Dissertation' "Religion and Fertility in a Negro Ghetto: A Study in Micro-
Demography"
Carolyn Hodgson Meyers* ... English




• Degree awarded December 22, 1965






in the Revolution, 1789-Dissertation: "The Role of the Swiss in France
1799"
Donald Ray Neat" ........ History Murray
Dissertation "The Parliamentary Career of Sir James Mackintosh"
George Curtis Olsen .... English
Dissertation: "George Meredith's Late Concept of Nature"
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Marvin Gay Payne * .......... Physics Berea
Dissertation' "Radiation Transfer in Plane Stratified Atmospheres with
Position Dependent Ground Reflection"
Dennis Edward Poplin" * ... Sociology
Dissertation: "Religion and the Vital Processes'
Data for Catholics, Lutherans, and
Santa Paula,
An Analysis of County
Latter-Day Saints"
Calif.
Edward Cecil Powell* .... Sociology Augusta, Ga.
Dissertation: "Retreat ism and Occupational Status Aspirations: A Study
of the Socia-Cultural System and Anomie Among Negro
and White High School Seniors"
Rosa Kathleen Riggs Plant Pathology Versailles
Dissertation: "The Interrelationship of Tall Fescue and Claviceps Purpurea
Upon the Development of Alkaloids in Each"
Paul Martin Ross ........... Physics Lexington
Dissertation: "Wavefunctions and Transition Rates of the Hy<;l.rogen Mole-
cular Ion"
Robert John Saunders" ... Economics
Dissertation "Commercial Bank Profitability:
Morgantown, W. Va.
A Statistical Study"
Homer B. Sewel! ' * ............. Animal Science Columbia, Mo .
Dissertation "Retention of Radioactive Vitamin A Stores in the Livers
of Rats and Sheep"
James Richard Spears .... Dairy Science Franklin
Dissertation: "A Study of the Developmental Capacities of Isolated
Blastomeres of Rat Ova"
William Reed Sotckerman" Education Lexington
Dissertation' "A Study of the Relationships Between Attitudes Toward
Mathematics and Some Selected Pupil Characteristics in a
Kentucky High School"
Roesmilah Suseno' ... Plant Pathology Boqor, Indonesia
Dissertation: "Comparison of Peroxidase Activity, Polyphenol Oxidase
Activity and Fluorescent Compounds in Healthy and TMV-
Infected Tobacco Tissue Cultures"
• Degree awarded December 22, 1965








Dissertation: "Non-Equilibrium Radiation from Planetary Atmospheres"
Clyda Thornsberry ..Microbiology Lexington
Dissertation: "The Effect of Bacterial Culture Filtrates on the Migration
of Leukocytes from Tuberculous and Clinically Allergic
Subjects as Determined by a Capillary Tube Technique"
James Robert Vogt ............... Chemistry Ann Arbor, Mich
Dissertation: "The Non-Destructive Determination of Silicon and Oxygen
in Meteorites by Fast Neutron Activation Analysis"
Michael A. Wells" Biochemistry Seattle, Wash
Dissertation: "A Micro Method for the Quantitative Analysis of Brain
Lipids and Its Application to the Lipid Composition of
Developing Rat Brain"
Charles Turner Wethington, Jr." Education Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relationships Between Attitude Toward
English and Several Selected Variables"
Thomas Lockart Wilborn" Political Science Warrensburg, Mo.
Dissertation: "Indonesia and the United Nations, 1945-1961"
Ronald Lee Wiley Physiology
Dissertation: "Perception of Added Airflow Resistance in Humans"
Lexington
Timothy M. Young .. Physics Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of the A<O(p,n)K<oReaction"






........... Foundations Amherst, Mass.
of Three Facilitative Conditions and Their Rela-
to the Achievement of Third Grade Students"
William Ray Bingham" ... Agricultural Education Paris
Dissertation: '~Agricultural Occupations Other Than Farming in Selected
Kentucky Counties, with Implications for Vocational Educa-
tion"
Herbert H. Bruce, Jr."" Agricultural Education
Dissertation: "A Study of Factors Related to the Enrollment of
School Boys in Vocational Agriculture in Kentucky"
Versailles
High-
* Degree awarded December 22, 1965*. Degree awarded August 6, 1965
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Eddie W. Morris** ............ Administration Augusta,
Public Schools"
Ga.
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Paul Garnett Cantrell" * .Counseling and Guidance Liberty, Mo.
Dissertation' "A Comparison of the logical Consistency of Ideas of Per-
sons About Education at Different Levels of Educational
Sophistication"
Thomas Paige Collins .. Administration Jackson
Dissertation' "A Study of the Freshman Composition Program at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky and Six of Its Affiliated Community
Colleges"
Billie Farmer Corder .... Foundations Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of Shift in Set in Relation to Intelligence, Rigidity
Measured as a Cognitive and Personality Variable, and Edu-
cational Set"
Jettie Manning Crisp ... Counseling and Guidance Lexington
Dissertation' "An Analysis of Interests--Counselors, Counselor Candidates,
Teachers, and Teacher Candidates"
Fred Allen Engle, Jr. .Foundations Richmond
Dissertation: "The Superintendents and the Issues' A Study of the Super-
intendents o'f Public Instruction in Kentucky 1891-1943"
Claude P. Frady .. Administration Lexington
Dissertation: "Profile of the Kentucky Public Senior High School Prin-
cipal"
James L. Kennison" Wilmore
Dissertation: "A Study of the Health Instruction Programs Offered in Se-
lected Junior and Senior High Schools in the Common-
wealth of Kentucky"
Sue Spears Lail** .............. Curriculum Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of Differences in Developmental Task Achieve-





Psychodynamic Approach to Stuttering"
Lexington
Dissertation: "Factors Related to Faculty Desegregation In
Ottis Murphy .... Administration Mt. Sterling
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Certain Social Characteristics of Accepted
and Rejected Referrals for Vocational Rehabilitation Serv-
ices"
Ozias Pearson ,.... Administration Ft. Valley, Ga.
Dissertation "Effects of Group Guidance Upon College Adjustment"
• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
,. Degree awarded August 6, 1965
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CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF ENGINEERING!
NAME
William Creager Setzer ...............................................
ADDRESS
Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION!
NAME
Louise Booth Lyons .




CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS!
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Grace Barrett Arons English Dayton, O.
Perry Jonathan Ashley" Political Science Carbondale, III.
Martha Doris Bain** English Versailles
Stanley P. Baldwin .. . English Lexington
Chloe Power Beaird"" Speech Tampa, Fla.
John David Book History Henderson
Homer Brewer, Jr. ,Philosophy................ Frankfort
Phillips Vaughan Brooks" English Richmond
Christopher L. Brown** English Greenville, Pa.
Mildred Louise Adams Brown** Physical Education Nicholasville
Charles Harry Bruder" .English Lexington
Carol Sue Bugg* * . Sociology. Alexandria, Va.
James G. Burkhart* Physical Education Loyall
Doris Barlow Cella** English Lexington
Robert Eloi Chanteloup Sociology Lexington
Susan Patricia Childs French St. Petersburg, Fla.
Brenda Johnson Clay* * Anthropology Paris
Jacqueline Anne Cross French Lexington
Dennis King Dedrick * Sociology Lexington
Carolyn Elizabeth Dobbs Political Science Lexington
Sue Anna Dodd* * Diplomacy and International
Commerce .. Lexington
Grace Ursula Eastland* * Spanish Milton, N. Y.
Marlene Joyce Mann Flecke** English Passaic, N. J.
Freeda Fly.............. . Physical Education Shelbyville, Tenn.
Winfield Scott Ford, Jr. . . Sociology Lexington
Larry William Griffin** English Evansville, Ind.
Michael Brutus Hargrove .Economics Mayfield
Heinz Karl Heider. . Economics Lexington
Rebecca Sue Hudson ... Physical Education Lexington
• Degree awarded December 22, )965
* * Degree awarded August 6, 1965























.............. Diplomacy and International
Commerce
George Woodson Reynolds English
Sue Ellen RiddeW'" .. English
Jan Louis Robbert" . English
Theodore Ray Robinson .. English
Daniel Frederick Rupp .. Latin
Friedrich Johann Schneider" .. Physical Education
Gwen Cranfill Slone" '" .... English
Kathleen McCallum Smith" * ..Latin
Wendell Hunt Smock.... . .. English
Barbara Kathleen McCurdy Sterner Psychology
Gary Alan Sterner Psychology
Arthur Grant Stevens, Jr. Political Science
Brit Allan Storey" History
Charles Frederick Thoet, Jr. Spanish
Barbara Comer Thornhill'" English
Lois Campbell Thorpe Diplomacy and International
Commerce
.. English























Don Quentin McNeilly ....
joseph Michael Murphy
Josephine Mazzie Nims" ""
James Gordon Otto ...
Sister Mary Matthew Perez
Robert Moorman Polscrove
Bob G. Todd
Edward Daniel Unger" *
Claude Milton Vaughan, Jr. ""
james Arnold Verbrugge"" ""
Martha Schubert Vi mont
Judy Carol Walker ....















































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCEi'
NAME
Vernon Brian Anderson'
John Richard Barber, Jr.























Bie Hwa Ooo '
Olin Moseley Pearcy
Robert A. Ping, Jr.
Gary Dwain Potter"
James D Powell !.
Harry I. Rinehart, Jr.
Gerald Ralph Roehrig' *
Tjahjono Saminqan '
Richard John Schantz *'
Hugh Logan Scott III
Kenneth Hill Shaner'


































































































" Degree awarded December 22, 1965
"* Degree awarded August 6 1965















CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTUREl
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Kassim Mohammed Al-Earhan "" Agricultural Economics
William Rudolph Brinkley·· Animal Science
Eldon Eugene Calebs ' Animal Science
Jimmie Ronald Calvert·· Agronomy
George Wilson Garrison, Jr.** Animal Science
Verner Neal Grise·· ..Agricultural Economics
Douclas Morton Her-shaw" Agricultural Economics
Josiah Hoskins, Jr.·· Agricultural Economics
John Allen Jacobs "" ..Animal Science
Ronald Louis Luckett Animal Science
David E. McKechnie Animal Science
Frank Mayer Melton Horticulture
Larry R. Mutter· Dairy Science
Marvin W. Ostberq "" .. Sociology
Ruy Pigatto' .... Agronomy
James Thomas Prewitt·· .. Agronomy
Mohammad Mojibur Rahman Agricultural Economics
Musa Abdul Majid Sammur· Rural Sociology
Tej Singh·· Animal Science
Margono Slamet·· .. Agricultural Extension
leroy K. Travis*· ..Agricultural Economics
Ray Edwin Tucker ..Animal Science
Kenny lane Wade Agricultural Economics


































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
., Degree awarded August 6, 1965
t Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 9, 1966, if all require-
ments are met
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING!
NAME
Clifford Arrington Flood, Jr.




CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING!
NAME ADDRESS
Shahid Mahbub Alam Jaunpur, India
William Lewis Black* . So. Ft. Mitchell
Donald Gregory Mills'" Lexington
Claude Gibson Rhorer, Jr.'" Lexington
Bobby Wayne Simmons'" La Center
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING!
NAME
James L. Bacon .
Parker Ray Blevins" .
Bob Ray Boggs .
Thomas Edward Cassada
Ronald Vaughn Davidge .
Harry Edward Gilkey, Jr " .
Marshall Donnie Graham .
Wilmer Paul Harbour, Jr. * .
Wendell Palmer Hummel"
Dennis Clifton Johnson .





Wayne Finis Rogers * *
Raymond H. Russell ,........................ . .
Sudha Sankaran*,o .





















• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965





Jozef Kie Sioe Tan"
















Lucien Samuel Jobnson "
George T. Klopp"
John Clark Mitchell*
Hubert Merle Myers *
Soufyan Mohamad Noerbambang




















CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING!
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING!
NAME
















• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965
t Degrees not previously awarded will
menls are met.
be conferred as of May 9, 1966, if all require-
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Ann White Alston .












Douglas Paul Blankenship .
Anna Jean Blevins .
Robert Lee Blevins""
Bi lIy Rexroat Boone"" .
James Carroll Branham
Charlene Callahan Bridwell
Lydia Galliher Brtan"" .
Sara Virginia Burch"" .
Mary Jo Newcomb Burke"
Roy Stanley Burress .
T reva Butler" t ••••••••..
William Ronald Cain* ..












































* Degree awarded December 22, 1965
.... Degree awarded August 6, 1965










Kenneth B. Drake *










Billy Kenneth Gordon' *
William Walker Graham
Curtis Edwin Grider' *
Stephen Douglas Grissom * *
Herdisene Theresa Harris * *
Dorothy M Harrod
Delbert Joseph Hayden

















Helen Earlyn Martz * *




Jane Bradley McClurkan * *
• Degree awarded December 22, 1965




















































Michael T. McGrath --
Charles Wesley Minor-




Betty Jane Nelson ..












Richard Allen Ridge* - .
James Edward Roddy, Jr.-- ..
Harold G. Rev" *
Roslyn Beth Rubenstein
Gertrude P. Russell
Mary C. Sarris" *
Gary Lee Sapp .
Albert Louis Schneider
Susan Rush Scott * *
Gary D. Seiler ..
Carroll Gray Shaver.
Leslie Clay Smith* * .
Raymond Eugene Smith
Bette Janice Haile Spicer.
Paul Edward Stanley* *
Fred William Swarts, Jr.
George Sherwood Tapp .
Robert Elvin Tevlcr ""
William M. Traugott * * .
John Wesley Tu~ner* *
Charles Herndon Tye, Jr. *
Frances Rouse Tve "
Muriel C. Varney" *
Veda Tyson Wade**
Carol Tracy Webb* *
David Lee West
William Preston Whelan* *
• Degree awarded December 22, 1965











































































CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION!
NAME
Reva Ingram Bishop·· .
Althea Daisey Clark"
Robert Alfred Encelhardt" "
Peggy Ann Gibbs··
Dorothy Ann Heacen" *





Joan Young Thro* .





















Henry Alvin Carroll·· .
Jack Lee Caudill
Anthony E. Coomes··













• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965
~ Degrees not orev.oustv awarded will
ment s arc met.
be conferred as of May 9, 1966, if all require-
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NAME
James Robert Gardner, Jr.
William Milton Greer, Jr."



















William Allen Tolman, Jr.
William M. Whitaker 111'
Robert Eugene Whitmore'

























































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965












Mae Belle McKinney* *
Joyce Wallingford Moore* *
Joseph H. Morehead, Jr.**
Eugenie Lair Moss**
Nelle Blackmer Neaf!e * *
Mary E. Quin *
David Andrews Reese *
Thomas Allen Sutherland * *
Jean Gill Weekly*




















CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSICl
NAME













• Degree awarded December 22, 1965*. Degree awarded August 6, 1965t Degrees not previouslv awarded will be conferred as of May 9, 1966, if all require-
ments are met.
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COLLEGE OF LAW 
WILLIAM LEWIS MATTHEWS, JR., Dean 
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS 
~~ AOO~~ 
Robert Vaqghan Bullock* "* ........... .. ................ .. .......... .............. ... So. Ft. Mitchell 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR + 
NAME ADDRESS 
Edwin Payton Abell* ... ........... ...... ... .... . .... ........ .. .... ........ . ......... .... .... ... . Lexington 
James Lee Avritt'• .. ..... .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. ..... .. .. ... ..... .. ...... .... . .. .... . .. ... ... .. .. .. . .. ... .. Lebanon 
Henry Scott Baesler . ........ .. . .............. ... .. ; ....... .. ...... .. .... ........ ...... .... ... .... Lexington 
Albert William Barber, Jr ......................... .. ... ....... ..... .. ................... Broomall, Pa . 
~:~~:~~ !~~;:~e;:~~~: · ;· ~ :~··'.'.'.'.:'.'.'.'.:'.'.'.'. '.'.'. '.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '. '.'.'.'.'.'.'. '. ·.·.'. '. '. '.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.''(i~·;;y~beu;~,g~; 
Joseph T. Burch ....... ... .. .......... ... ... .......... ...... ...................... ........... ..... Lexington 
Charles McChord Car.rico ... ......................... .... .... . .. ........ ... ....... .. ... .. ........ Lebanon 
Robert Erbin Cato ~ .... .... .... .. ........ ........ ......... ........................... .. ... . .......... Shively 
David Alan Chaney .................. .... ......... .. ............... .. ..... .... .. ......... Clarksville, Ind. 
Donald Benjamin (\;lapp ......... ....... .. .... .......... .... ....... .......... .... .............. .. Lexington 
Marvin Bertrie Coles·• ...... ......... ................................................ ..... ........ Frankfort 
William Seth Conway ............ ......... .... ..................... , .. ..... .. .. .. .. .......... .. Sharpsburg 
John Hardwick Cowgill ....... ....... ... ..... .. ..... . .. ......... .. ....... · ... .......... .. .... .. . Lexington 
H. Harold Davis ........... . ...................... ... . ............................... .. ..... ........ Louisville 
Henry Hunter Durham• ... ...... .. ........ ......... ................ .. ..... ............ ...... ... Lexington 
Courtney Ford Ellis* ................................... .... ....... . ...... .. .............. . .. .... Lexington 
Thomas Riley Emerson ................... . ........... .......... .. ...... . ...... ....... ..... Cincinnati, 0 . 
Ronald Coleman Endicott .. .. ........ .... ...... : ......... .... ............. , . ................. .. Lexington 
KaFI Spillman Forester ......... .... ..... ...... ... ... .... .. ... .. ..... .... .. .. .. ... . ..... .. .. ... . ...... Harlan 
Stel)hen Simon Frockt . ... . .. ............ ...... ................ .............. ..... .... ............ Louisville 
Laurence W. Grause ......... ...... , . ........................................................... Lexington 
Robert Jennings Greene• ..... .... ... .................................................. .. ...... Hindman 
Donna Ray Hagedorn• ....... .. .. ... . ... .. .... .. ... ... .. . .. .. ... .. . .. . . . .. .. ........ .. ... ..... Henderson 
W illiam Robert Hamlin .. . ...... ............. .................. ............................. . Forest Hil.ls 
Sandra Adams Hazlett • ..... ..... .. .. .. .. .. ........................................ .................. Louisa 
John Harold Helmers .......... ................................................................ Owensboro 
Leon Lindon Hollon ·• .......... ..... ... ......................... ... .................................. Ha:z:ard 
Donald John Horton* .... ...................................................................... Lexington 
Kenneth A. Howe, Jr ........... .... .. .. ......... .......... .. .. .. ... ............ ... ............ . Lexington 
Carl Johr:ison Howell, Jr. . ......... ..... .. ...... ... . .. .. ...... ....... .. .. ... ........ Hod9enville 
Henry Edward Hughes" ... .... ... .......... ...... ..... ....... ...... ............ ... ......... Prestonsburg 
James Allen Kegley ... ...... ... .. .... ........... ... ..... , .... ,, .. ................................. Lexington 
James Ernest Keller* .. ....... .......... .. . .. ......... .. ........... . ........ .. ..... ..... ...... ... Lexington 
• Degree awarded December 22, l965 
• • Degree awarded August 6, 1965 
t Degrees not p'eviously awarded will be conferred as of May 9, 1966, it all require-
ments are met. 
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NAME ADDRESS 
William Gordon Kenton ................................ .......... ......... ...... ... ............ Maysville 
Ralph Rees Kinney ....... ............... ...... ........ ........................................ .. Greenville 
Charles L. Kirk ..... ................ ..... ... .... ............................... ... ................. Maysville 
Robert Bruc;e Lankford .. .............. ..... ..... .... ... ....................................... Lexington 
Vernon Gene Lewter"' ..... ........... , ... .. .... ....... . , ..................... ..................... Frankfort 
Milton M. livings.ton, Jr ......................... ........... ..................................... Paducah 
David J . Lockwood .... ................... .. ............... ................ .. , ....................... Ashland 
Marshall Fayne Loy• ......... .... . ; ........ .................. ............. ...... ... ............. Columbia 
Ellis Phillips Malone .................... ~ ... .... ... .. .... ...... .. .... ... .. ...... ..... ...... .. ....... Franklin 
Russell Cletus Maricle'* .................. ....... ... ... ......... ... ........... ..... .. , ........ Manchester 
Willie Mathis, J~ ....................................................................... ............ .. Verona 
John Scett McGaw ....................... ... ..... .... ..... ... ....... ........ ... ...... .. ..... Madisonville 
James Campbell Milam ........... ... ............................................ ... ......... Russellville 
Dale B. Mitchell ..... ....... ... ........................................... .. .... ... ..... .. .. ...... Carmi, Ill. 
Joe V. Mobley ... .......... .. ...... ...... .............. ... .................. ... ...... ... ......... .... Frankfort 
Earle Webb Moffitt ................. , ................................... .... ...... ......... . .... . Lexington 
Es·cum Lionel Moore, Jr. . . . •.. . . .. .. . ... .. .. ... . .. . . . . .... .•. ... . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . ..... . ... .. . . ... Lexington 
Gordon W. Moss* ........................ ...... .................................. .... .... ..... .. Georgetown 
Stanley Campbell Nickell .... ........... ................................... ....... ............... Ashl~nd 
Roger Marion Oliver* ................................. .. _ ............. ... ..... .......... .. .. ............ Berea 
Don Coll ins Pa ris .. ...... ..................................................... , ........... .... .... .. Lexington 
James William Pike ........ ........................ ... ...... ................... .. ...... ... .. Jeffersentown 
Richard A. Prewitt ........ ............ .. ............................. .................. , .......... Franldort 
John Knox Rafferty ... .. ... ........... ..... .... ...... .. ... ................ .... ..... ..... . Trenton, N. J . 
John Franklin Rampulla 111 • ............. .............. ..... ......... ....................... Lexington 
John Charles Reid .............. .. ................. ....... ... ............... .......... .. ....... ... Lexington 
Jerry Page Rhoads ............ .. ........ .... .......... ....................... ............. ......... Lexington 
~:;a:VJe;~:~0~0~:~:~~· -.·.·.·.·.·.'. ·.-.'.·.·.-.·. ·.·.·.·.'.'. ' ..................................................... ·.·.·:.·:.-:·:.·.·:.·.·.: ....... Mi~~~:~:~: 
Edwin Powell Barlow Ropp ........................ ................ ......... .. .............. ..... Glasgow 
Alex Ware Rose .............................. ......... ... ..... ... .. ....... .... ...... ... .. ........... Lexington 
James Avery Shuffett* ...... ..... ......... ... .. ......... ... .... .... ... .... .... ........... ... . Greensburg 
Roger Benjamin Sledd ......... ................................................................. Lexington 
!=rank I in Price Smith ... .. ...... .. ............ ..... .. ......... . ....... ..... ... ... ..... .. .. ..... Georgetown 
Harry Martin Snyder, Jr ...... .... ..... .. .. ... ........................ ...... ................... .. .. London 
Avery Lee Stanley• ... .. ........ ... ....... ......... .. ....... ....... ........... .. ........... ........ GaTrison 
Donald Leon Stepner ......... ............ ...... .......... ............ ...... ................... Owensboro 
David Allen Taylor ........................... ... ............ ......... ........ ... .............. Harrodsburg 
James Black Todd ... ... ................. ......................... ...... ........ ............. .... .. Lexington 
James John Varellas, Jr-................................. .. .................... .............. Georgetown 
Harlan Hale Veal, Jr ..................................... ...... ... ... .. ..... ..................... Lexington 
Lemuel R. Waitman ........ ,., .. ,. ..... ............................................... . ..... ..... Lewisport 
Eugene Watson ................................................................................ .... ... ... Irvine 
James Gerald W1?ddle* ...... .. ...... ... .... ........................................................ Liberty 
Andrew A. Welch* ... ..... ......................... .... ..... ................ . .............. ..... Lexington 
Robert Eugene Wheeler ....................... ...... ... .......................... ............ .... Ashland 
Leslie Gay Whitmer .... . ...................... ............................. ........ .. .... .... .... .. Lexington 
Harry Davis Williams .................................. .. ... ........... ....... .. ............... Paintsville 
Bobby Glenn Wombles* .. ........ , ............... .... ... .......... ..... ........ .. . .... ...... ...... . Hazard 
Will.iam R. Young ..................... . .................................... ............ .... .......... Murray 
• Degree awarded r::>ecember 22, 1965 
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1COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
WILLIAM ROBERT WILLARD, Vice President •






































Kelly Gene Moss ..
Leonard William Mulbry .















































Norman Robert Nedde .
Edwin Joseph Nighbert
David Patrick O'Brien 111
Stuart Lee Oken














Roger Lee Simmons, Jr.
Charles Paul Sizemore
James Henry Thomas








































ALVIN LEONARD MORRIS, Dean
NAME
Robert S. Adkins




Keith Allen Brooks .
Marion Garr Doyle .
Robert Lewis Goes .
Richard Brownlow Green , .
Robert F. Moore
Elmer Haskel Mullins, Jr.
Oakie G. Newsome
Byron Morris Owens
Lal Montgomery Rankin .
Joel Parmelee Slaughter
James Milton Smith, Jr .
Robert Lee Southwood
Daniel Lewis Tumey , .
William Herrick Wayman
Robert H. West






















t Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 9, 1966, if all require.
ments are met.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
PAUL CHESTER NAGEL, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF ARTS!
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
john Henry Adair, Jr." Sociology
Charlotte Alexander Adams* English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Gilbert Clement Adams" Mathematics and Astronomy
Kathleen Martha Adams Chemistry
Frank Dennis Alerding Chemistry
Robert Keith Allen * * Chemistry
Kay Kathleen Alley Political Science
Jean Virginia Shure Amos Russian Area Studies
Dennis Gene Anderson Radio, Television and Films
Jon Wilson Anderson Anthropology
Terry Ryan Anderson Political Science
Frank J. Angel... ..Chemistry
Gene Nathan Archbold Political Science
Rita louise Badgett Political Science
Frank Hudson Bailey II Arts-Law






........ Topical Field: Interior
.... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts .. Lexington
......... History Mamaroneck, N. Y.






James Louis Bersot, Jr. Chemistry
Thomas Poindexter Be-sot Chemistry
James Peter Beruttcb Chemistry .
Steven Lynn Beshear Arts-Law .
Carroll Eugene Bewley Psychology
Harland Bryan Birdwell* * .Htsrorv





John David Baynham * *
Hallock Wilson Beals
Alice Jean Beard
1. T. Beqlev" *


































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6. 1965





................ Radio, Television and Films
........... Psychology .
........................ English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Wichita Falls, Texas
............ Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Ruth Ann Bodenhamer*' Sociology
Lynda Spears Boffemmyer* Psychology
Mary Anne Bonta Social Work
Margaret Ann Bradley Topical Field: Statistics
Frances Helen Brannen Political Science
Willis K. Bright Social Work
Collins Dale Brown" * . Arts-Medicine
Ralph Charles Brown English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Georqe Leon Buehler Chemistry
Thomas Ewing Bulleit .English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Randall David Burge Political Science
Lauria Christine Burns Music
Roger Howard Burt _ Psychology
Merrill S, Caldwell' * Diplomacy and
Commerce
Shirley Marlene Callahan Classics
James Gary Calmes Radio, Television and Films
James William Cammack Arts-Law
Donald Winston Campbell** English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts




. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
...... Political Science
... Modern Foreign Languages
.............. Topical Field: American Culture:
Social and Cultural Forces. Hinckley, O.
. .. Russian Area Studies Bowling Green
Political Science Frankfort















































* Degree awarded December 22, 1965



















































James Robert Eads *
Jane Jackson Easley









.... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
......... Topical Field: Recreation
.. Sociology .
..... Political Science
.. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
.. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
..... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts























........ English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
........ Philosophy ......
.... Modern Foreign Languages









• Degree awarded December 22, 1965










































Barbara Ann Faulconer* * Psychology
John Overton Faurest, Jr Chemistry
Marilyn B. Ferris" English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Jon Charles Fisher Psychology
John Orus Fitts Chemistry
Lois Ann Fletcher Arts-Law
Lynne Rebel Floyd Zoology
Millard Douglas French* History
Victor Hugo Fuller Social Work
Anthony lindsay Gable* Chemistry




... Topical Field: Hospital
Recreation
John M. Gavigan* Economics
Sara Martha Gegenheimer** Psychology
Elizabeth Ann Geiger Sociology .




......................... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Huntington, W. Va.
Jeffry Elmer Gilbreath Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
George William Glazebrook, Jr.** English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Janet Beatrice Gold ." Psychology
Peggy Sue Gott Chemistry
Patricia Elizabeth Graff History
Barbara L Grant" Modern Foreign Languages
Barbara Ann Gray** English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Sally Mason Gregory ....... " ..... " Psychology
Juanita Green Griggs Music .
Jerry Roger Grigsby* * History
Monte Dexter Gross * * Political Science
Thomas A. Grunwald* * History
Janice Johnson Gum* * Social Work
Martin J Gutfreund* Sociology
Dianne Joy Hale" Modern Foreign
John D. Hale Arts-Law
William Schuyler Hamilton II Economics
Michael Randall Hamlett .. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts








• Degree awarded December 22, 1965











































............ Modern Foreign Languages
,.Art








........... Radio, Television and
Films Farmville, N. C.
Russell Curtis Holtzclaw ..Chemistry Stanford
Gale Joyce Houlton Modern Foreign Languages Ashland
Rebecca Roe Hudson Social Work Nashville, Tenn.
Mary Margaret Huffman Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Violet Mayo Huffman* Philosophy Lexington
Ensley Martin Humphreys* Philosophy Memphis, Tenn
Carl Ulan Hurst Arts-Law Fulton
Louise Holland Huss Psychology Cincinnati, O.
Jean Ann 1ckes** Library Science Hamilton, O.
William Thomas Ingerton Arts-Law Midway
Mary Jane Inman* Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Marcia Thelma Hyte Jaffe" Psychology Dorchester, Mass.















.................. Modern Foreign Languages
.... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
. ....... . .. Sociology
.. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
........... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
NAME
William Grady Harreld III
















James Marion Jones, J r








• Degree awarded December 22, 1965






























Linda Carol King Topical Field: Human
and Development
Christopher Graham Knight Chemistry
Beata Marianna Kolaja Mathematics and Astronomy
Beverly Tanner Konicov** Psychology
Jane Ann Kraemer Psychology
Gilbert Michael Krug Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Mary M. Kuehner* * Modern Foreign Languages
Jennie Scott Lair . .. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Linda Ann Lampe Sociology
Gordon Gray Landes English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Elizabeth Bradford Lane History
Jon Stephen Larson English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Raymond Melvin Larson History
Ben Granville Lenhart* Topical Field: Religious
Aspects of Culture
Morrison Brown Levering English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Charlotte Lois Levy Modern Foreign Languages
Sarah Anderson List History
Arthur Clinton Litton II Arts-Law
Lydia Adele Logwin* Art
Samuel Clifford Long Political Science
Maury Allen Lubman** Topical Field: The Biological
Social Bases of Behavior.
Jr Political Science
........................ Sociology
...................... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Charles Kenny Maffet* * Chemistry
Joseph Nick Marino Sociology
Richard Stanley Marsh Philosophy
James Bruce Martin* English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Marcia Martin Political Science
Richard Wesley Martin English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Ronald A. Maturani * Philosophy .
Sara Pauline May Psychology
Margaret Ann McCoy English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Diana Lewis McMillin English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts






* Degree awarded December 22, )965









































.. Topical Field: The Economics
Underdeveloped Countries
Cheryl Elise Miller ..Modern Foreign Languages
James Edgar Miller III Chemistry
Penny M. Miller* Political Science
Sally Gray Miller* Modern Foreign Languages
Stephen Thomas Miller Chemistry
Mary Cecelia Mitchell** Social Work
David Wilbur Mortimer Psychology
David Finley Morton ..Chemistry
Christina Lee Moser English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
................ English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Phyllis Nadine Myers Topical Field: Recreation
Willie Sandra Myers History
Charlotte Maddox Nelson Topical Field: Economics of
Investment
Janice Marie Noreika History
Jane Ann Nuckols** English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Byron Dixon Nunnery, Jr History
Sarah Elizabeth Nutting Political Science
Vivian LOckerman English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts






." ..... Political Science







.. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts





... Topical Field: Foundations
for Counselling
... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
NAME
James Wallace Middleton, Jr.
Janet Virginia Muller
Olivia Johnson Overbey"







James Franklin Perkins * *
Susan Claire Pi!lans
Mary Ellen Pingry*





• Degree awarded December 22, 1965









































..................... ,... Topical Field: Child
Development Princeton
Danny J. Prater Social Work Lexington
Thomas Timothy Prather" Political Science Somerset
Karen Pugh History Vanceburg
Daniel Brant Purcell Modern Foreign Languages Ft. Thomas
John Miller Quimby** .Politice i Science Amsterdam, N. Y.
Anthony Michael Rebasca" Philosophy Massapequa, N. Y.
Mary Elizabeth Ratcliff Topical Field: Physical and
Biological Bases of Behavior
Gerald Elliott Ravbeck Radio, Television and
Films Confluence, Pa.
James Thornton Reavy History Louisville
Gregg Ducey Rechfin Political Science. Ft. Thomas
Emy Lou Redman" Political Science Lexington
Alvin Stephen Reeder** History Henderson
Joan Karen Rhoads * * Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Betty Lou Rice Modern Foreign Languages
Robert Edward Rich Arts-Law
Clyde Mi Iton Richardson, Jr Arts-Law
Larry Stevenson Roberts Topical Field: Recreation
George Stuart Robertson Art
Isabel Robertson" Psychology
Diane Jeffery Robtnscn" " Art Education
Arinda Lin Roelker "" History
Isaac David Rogers Chemistry
Jacqueline Ann Rondeau English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Wilbur Walter Rule, Jr. .. .. History
David Alton Ryans Political Science
Michael Thomas Scbaffteld Political Science
Marianne Schneider English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Dorothy Marie Schremser .. Journalism
Donald Ray Schwartz" Psychology
Elizabeth Ann Schwendeman Political Science
Violet Ann Seebach History
Patricia Burns Seifert" Library Science.
George Shammas* Radio, Television and
Films Jerusalem, Jordan
Peggy Ann Shannon Modern Foreign Languages Shelbyville
David Augustus Sbettles" * Chemistry Ashland
Penny Dillard Shelby*" Soctolocv Louisville
Harry Ray Shepard Psychology Paris
David Terrell Sherman Political Science Louisville
Edgar Allen Smith Arts-Law Wappinger's Falls, N. Y.

























St. Stephen, S. C
.. Degree awarded December 22, 1965
** Degree awarded August 6, 1965
Staten Island, N, Y
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Sandra Lee Smith Psychology Frankfort
James Wolford Snider, Jr. .. Psychology Louisville
Mary Ellen King Solomon Political Science Lexington
Una Marian Spencer Psychology Scottsville
Kenneth Edson St. Clair, Jr." History Tarkio, Mo.
Michael George Steed Political Science Lexington
James Gus Stathis Chemistry .. Lexington
Elizabeth Miller Staton Art Mt. Sterling
Earl Thomas Stephens Psychology Russell
Tommy Veach Stevens" Social Work Lexington
Larry Reginald Strong Arts-Law Vanceburg
Peggy Butler Sturgill .. History Lexington
William Paul Sturm Political Science ...........•.. Murray
Pirie Kent Sublett History Campbellsville
Elizabeth Fowler Swanson Topical Field: Child
Development
Donald Dinning Taylor Political Science
Daniel William Telegdy History
Katheryn Ann Thomas Psychology
David Clark Thomson * * Music
Doris Tuck Thornton" " Socia! Work
David Tucker" Psychology
Marilyn Angela Tweel Psychology





Edith Vomm Social Work
James Robert Wager .. Psychology
Jo Ann Waggener* Political Science
Charles Scott Walker" Psychology
Lydia Ann Walker* English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Deborah Kay Wallace Modern Foreign Languages
William Murray Walters Psychology
George Farris Warren Topical Field: Physical and
Biological Bases of Behavior.
..... Chemistry
... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lawrenceburg
James Patrick Weldon History Lexington
Mary Anne Wellinghurst** History "............ Lexington
John Calhoun Wells English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Merry Diane Werner Topical Field: Recreation
















Brick Town, N. J.















• Degree awarded December 22, \ 965




Robert William Willmott, Jr.
Richard George Wilson
Patricia Ann Wolfe
William Jarmer Wood* *
Thomas Garrett Woodall
Major Garland Woodroof 111**

















































Mary K. Bunnell* *
David George Burrus
Hugh Arch Campbell, Jr.
Glen Russell Carpenter
Slade Leroy Carr, Jr.**
Robert Allen Carter





Victor Warren Dav" *
Richard Carl Detmer
Walter Harold Duvall* *
James Rondel Elrod*











...... Mathematics and Astronomy Munfordville









... Psychology So. Charleston, W. Va.
....... Chemistry Independence
... Mathematics and Astronomy.... Danville










• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965
t Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 9, 1966, if all require-
ments are met.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Charles John Gross" Microbiology Hazard
Carter Garnett Hackney Zoology Bowling Green
Dorothy Jane Hegeman Speech Pathology Lexington
George Thomas Hine Geology Lexington
William lrbv Hodce ' Zoology Sturgis
Mary Sue Hood Psychology Ashland
Ardis Dee Hoven Microbiology Lexington
James Maurice Huey Chemistry Walton
Michael Anthony Hurter Mathematics and Astronomy Owensboro
James Clyde Jones Mathematics and Astronomy Harlan
Kathleen Virginia Jones Microbiology Canton, O.
Mary Bernadean Jones Topical Field: Physical and Biological
Bases of Behavior Mt. Sterling
Ellen Kemp* ... Mathematics and Astronomy .... Vienna, Va.
Ruth Ann Kriener .Mathematics and Astronomy Danville
Peter Edgar Kurachek" Arts-Dentistry Pleasantville, N. Y.
James Parker LaBach Chemistry Lexington
Jerome Pruitt Lacy Zoology . Lexington
Porter Preston Layne Chemistry Harold
Randy Lee Lewellen" Microbiology Lexington
Helen Mateer Physics Toronto, Canada
Linda Faye Matthews Mathematics and Astronomy Glasgow
Jerry Day Mayfield* Arts-Dentistry Owensboro
Kay Patrick McAllister ..Microbiology Morehead
Joseph Lee McCauley, Jr.** Physics Middlesboro
Glenda Carol McCracken Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
Thomas Gary McLellan* Arts-Dentistry Cleveland, O.
Robert Tilden Mills** Physics Cincinnati, O.
Windell Neil Mohon Physics Louisville
Delmer G. Napier. . Chemistry .. .. Lexington
Joseph Ray O'Daniel, Jr. . Zoology Dunbar, W. Va.
Gerald Ray Patterson" Psychology Elizabethtown
Ronald Stephen Pelfrey ..Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
David Edward Pratte Mathematics and Astronomy Gary, Ind.
Samuel Herman Pressman Anatomy and Physiology Louisville
Shirley May Puckett" Psychology. Beckley, W. Va.
Sharan Dana Rawlinson Microbiology Miami, Fla.
William Kirk Richardson** Psychology Salem
Mary Theresa Roche Zoology Lexington
leland Edward Rogers Mathematics and Astronomy .. Lexington
Penney Paynter Rogers Microbiology Middlesboro
Alexius Sallustio* Zoology West Paterson, N. J.
Dorothy Eloise Salyers Mathematics and Astronomy Covington
Mary Lee Sayers Microbiology Covington
Paula .Jean Sheneman ..Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
Charles Robin Sither Physical Education Lexington




MayfieldWilliam Owen Smith, Jr.
• Degree awarded December 22, 1965























...... Botany Trenton, N. J.
... Mathematics and Astronomy Owensboro
............ Mathematics and Astronomy. Bradfordsville
....... Microbiology Coronado, Calif
........... Microbiology Congers, N. Y
............. Zoology Louisville
.... Mathematics and Astronomy Louisville
........ Topical Field: Biological and
and Social Bases of Behavior
....... Zoology
............ Zoology
.... Mathematics and Astronomy




..................... Mathematics and Astronomy ..
........ Botany
..... Microbiology























Gary Dennis Hawksworth .....
John Woodford Ireland, Jr.





































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965
t Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 9, 1966, if all require-
ments are met.
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Gary Moore Ferguson ..
Jerry Wayne Grady.




Vera Ryen" * .

















CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGyt
NAME ADDRESS
Rita Carol Caudill . Nicholasville
Patsy Ellen Greenup . Lexington
Jane Sydney Hopes .. . Ashland
Charlotte Dean Westerman Sebree
Martha Jane Wilson Morehe.::~
• Degree awarded December 22. 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965




COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
WILLIAM ALBERT SEAY, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTUREt
NAME







Burgess J. Brown, Jr."
Lowry Worth Brown""
Kenneth Owen Carpenter

















Ben Clarkson Hardaway, Jr."
Luther Owen Harris














































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965
t Degrees not previously awarded will
ments are met.
be conferred as of May 9, 1966, if all require-
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NAME
Walter S. Meng 111
Wayne McBee Midden
Melvin Douglas Moffett
Stephen Douglas Mumford .
Gerald Ray Oliver"
john Albert O'Neill** . .
Neal Franklin Owen *
BahramSoshtasbpour, Pars!
Kirk Irl Phelps"
Kenneth Eugene Poston *
Jerry Thomas Rankin *




Ralph Pratt Symmes, Jr.
RonaldWayne Todd



































Peggy Black Burkholder ....
Ronda Carolyn Bushong
Margaret Ann Carey"
Martha Lynn Cobia ~
Diana Bradford Coffin"
Edith Rose Crace ...
Whayne Ann Crick
Devona Carolyn DeArmond .....
Autumn Ann Ebie"
linda Joyce Elliott" ...
Brenda Sue Franks
Besse Nell Grissom.



























• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965






Jane Caywood Rose" .
Lucy Kay Rose" .
Sandra Fey Shelley ..
Katherine Yancey Southworth
Jane Ella Stivers .





























ROBERT EZEKIEL SHAVER, Dean










CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING!
NAME ADDRESS
Thomas Lester Browning Lexington
Harold Evans Carman . . Vine Grove
Ralph John Churchill Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mike Cieraszynski . ".. Meta
James Harold Current ... Lexington
Richard Elmer Dierlam Evansville, Ind.
Arthur Dimmitt Henderson Maysville
Henry Earl Hornbeck Lexington
William Stewart Howard Lexington
James Edward Huccaby Monticello
Richard Carroll King .. Pittsburgh, Pol.
DavidVincent Lowe* . Louisville
James Boone Mayfield Lexington
WilliamMartin Rice* Ashland
Harold Thomas Rock Hodgenville
CarlTommy Rowe* Richwood, W. Va.
Allen Tyner Shtflev" . Paducah
Frank Wayman Shirley....................... Cynthiana
Gene Walker Smith* . Danville
james Martin Stanley Russell
Turkan Uzar lnstanbul, Turkey
BobbyWilliams Vaughn Horse Cave
Robert J. Ziegler Lexington








• Degree awarded December 22, 1965










William Alington Crace" *
Marvin David Damron









Thomas Simms Haydon, Jr.
Johnnie Malvern Higgins, Jr., *





















Hassel Waldo Sternoer" .
John Thomas Stockton .
Lowell Gene Sturgill .






• Degree awarded December 22, 1965











































































Jimmie Terry Davis *
Eugene Evans, J r.
Robert Charles Greene
Cecil Ronald Hamblin" *
Milton Harris" *
Thomas H. Haydon, Jr. *
Joseph Dennis Hicks
Kenneth W. Hlodon "
Glenn Carter Hill* .
Joseph Anthony Jones *
Kelley Allen Kmnett " *
James Robert Mahan
















Quat Thuong Vu *









































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
.~ Degree awarded August 6, 1965
TDegrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 9, 1966, if all require-
ments are met.
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Robert Rona Id N rederschrordt '
Charles Wesley Palmeter
William Paul Perdue, Jr."
James Wallace Pope
Claude Joseph Potts, .Jr."
Larry Phil Qualls
Robert Joseph Ross




Benson Tucker Taylor, Jr.















































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
• ~ Degree awarded August 6, 1965
-,-Degrees not previouslv awarded will
ment s are met




Ertel L. Whitt, Jr. *
Edward Hopewell Wilkerson, Jr.
Loren Noble Williams
David Howard Williamson*
















Rodney Tyrone Gross *
Samuel Lewis Henry*










CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MINING ENGINEERINGt
NAME
Douglas Byron Cook * *
Charles William Matherly*
Doyle Vincin Mi lis








• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965




LYMAN VERNON GINGER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATIONi
NAME
Daniel Leslie Abbott""·
Regina S. Wheeler Adams**
Carol Gay Ades
Harold Charles Adkins, Jr.
Eleanor C. Allen**
Judy Truwin Allen ' *
Marjorie Elnora Allen
Richard Leon Allen
Susan Marriott Alvey" *
Jean Louise Anderson
















Dianne M. Bercer "



















.......... History, Political Science
... History
.... Elementary Education
... Health and Physical
Education


























































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
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Anne 1. Bomesberqer" *
Linda Sue Boone











Thomas L. Brush * *









Bonita Tapp Chandler* *
Thomas Edward Chapala
Leota W. Charles* *
Donald Ray Chasteen" *
William Amis Chavies, Jr.**





Janet Brockman Estes Clark
Jerry E. Clark *
Terrence Vinson Clark

































... Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Silver Spring, Md.
... Business Education Dixon
... Biological Sciences Ambridge, Pa
.... English Phelps
... History, Physical Education Lexington
..Science Cumberland
..History Fulton
... Elementary Education Lexington
.. Elementary Education Lexington
.... Elementary Education Paducah
.History, English Lexington
...... French Memphis, Tenn.
.... Biological Sciences Lexington
.. Health and Physical Education Owensboro
..... History, Physical Education Lexington
... Biological Sciences Inez
..... Elementary Education Alexandria
... History Marion
.... Elementary Education Winchester
.... Elementary Education Louisville
.. Special Education: Speech and

























• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965
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NAME MAJOR OR AREA
Ruth Ann Coomer Elementary Education
Robert Morris Coots History, Political Science





































.. Health and Physical
Education
.... Health and Physical
Education
....... Elementary Education
.... Health and Physical
Education
William Arthur Famau " Biological Sciences
Charles Bennett Farris History
Ctareoe Rae Farris Elementary Education
Susan Dotson Cornette














Carolyn Lee Cox Daugherty

























• Degree awarded December 22, 1965

































































Karen Hill Garrett * *
Ronald Patrick Gatman*
Judith Ann Gettelfinger
Robert Wicksall Gibbs, Jr. **
Joyce I. Gibson
Jemie Lu Gilbert*'"




Peyton Louise Gooch *
Deborah Blake Good
Jo Ann Goode *
Mary Garland Goodlett"
Jane Orear Goodman












MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
·... Elementary Education .. East Brunswick, N. J.
......... English Lexington
....... Elementary Education Benham
.. Elementary Education Lakewood, N.Y.
...... Social Studies Williamstown
... Elementary Education Russellville
.... English, History Louisville
.. Elementary Education Lexington
... Science South Shore
· ... Elementary Education Paris
.. Political Science, History Louisville
......... Elementary Education Wilmore
.... Business Education-Secretarial Cynthiana

















.. Health, Physical Education
and Recreation LaMarque, Texas
..... Elementary Education Erlanger
.... Business Education Bondville









Greenwell" .. Elementary Education
...... Social Studies
.......... Art






























* Degree awarded December 22, 1965
** Degree awarded August 6, 1965
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MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
.......... English Gate City, Va
................. English Tremont
" Biological Sciences, Special Education:
Orthopedically Handicapped Lexington
Judy Kay Grubb Social Studies Louisville
Jane Scott Halley" Elementary Education Lexington
Kvda Lee Hancock Biological Sciences Louisville
Sally Jean Hankins Health and Physical Education Miami, Fla
Mary Elizabeth Hardy Elementary Education Irvine
Madge Cowles Harrison ., English Buckner, Va
Martha Sue Harrison Special Education:
Speech and Hearing
Sharon Burnett Hawksworth ' Elementary Education
Dona May Hayes Social Studies
Virginia Miller Havs ' ., , History .
Carolyn Ruth Goar Heath" History
Lelia Bowman Henrv'' ". . Elementary
Carole Ann Hicks Elementary
Donna Jean Hicks Elementary
Carlene Graen Hodges Elementary
Chris R. Hoehle·· History
Fred James Hotfrnann" " Mathematics
Virginia Mary Hogan Elementary Education
Peggy Jean Holbrook Elementary Education
Cheryl Lynn Horan Biological Sciences
Anne Wells Houston " English
Judith Ann Howes English
Patricia Halbrook Hudqens " Efementary Education
Consuelo Zimmerman Huffman Elementary Education
Carolyn Howell Hughes Elementary Education
Gary Lee Huhn Mathematics
Elvis Randolph Humble·· Elementary Education
Harold Glenn Hurst, Jr .•................ Biological Sciences
Joy L. Hyatt Elementary Education
Judy Kay Ingrao Elementary Education
Charles F. lsbrnae!"" Physical Education
Susan Helen Jackson Elementary Education
Sandra B. Jacob Art
Robert Lamar Jacobs Etementary Education
Aria Ruth Jelliff Elementary Education
Dorothy Carole Jenkins English
Phoebe Jo Jenkins Elementary Education
Raymond Powell Jenktns " History
William Lee Jenkins" Social Studies
Barbara Lynne Jewell Elementary Education
Marlene Morith Jewell * • ..Elementary Education









• Degree awarded December 22, 1965










































Lanna Sue Jobnson "
Nancy Earle Johnson"
Norcie Johnson * *
Sandra Johnson
Stephen Dudley Johnson"
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NAME MAJ OR OR AREA
Deanna Marsh Mauldin Mathematics
Dianne Mayberry Elementary
Education
Marna S. Wilson McAbee*" Elementary Education
Priscilla Jane McBride English
Nancy Carolyn McCalt** Elementary
Marie Treadway McClure* .Elementary
Carol Lynne McConnell Elementary
Juanita Osborne McDaniel* Elementary
Judy Vanderpool McDonald Elementary
Wilma Brown McGarey English
Charmaine Drane McGee* Elementary Education
Frank Xavier McGough* Geography
Marilyn Davis McKee* Elementary Education, Special
cation: Mentally Retarded
Leonard Roy McLaughlin* History
Phillip Jennings McLaughlin Special Education: Mentally
Retarded
Lee Ann McReynolds Elementary Education
Carl W. Megee* Biological Sciences
Emma Ruth Cavender Meredith * * Elementary Education
Habeeb M. Metry Social Studies
Carolyn Jean Meyers* E!ementary Education
Patricia Hellen Mickle Biological Sciences
Anne Rae Miller Elementary Education
Fannie Smith Miller*" Elementary Education
Rebecca Lee Miller* Elementary Education
Susan Armstrong Miller* * Elementary Education
Joe Larry Mills* * English
Hardin Avery Mitchell *" History
Linda Carol Mitchell Special Education: Mentally
Retarded
Terry Bailey Mobley* Physica! Education, History
Bruce Wayne Mook Biological Sciences
Donna Russell Moore Business Education-
Secretarial ..
Jesse! Allen Moore*· .. History, Political Science
Patricia Ann Moore Art
Alvin Ray Mosley* Science
Michael Scott Mulvey* Science
Barbara Ellen Murphy* Elementary Education
Elaine B. Murphy** Health and Physical
Education
Jean Darlene Musselman Elementary Education
Wallace Berry Myers· * Mathematics
Carole Jean Nation Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
Susan Lynn Anderson Nee!" Elementary Education






• Degree awarded December 22, 1965














































NAME MAJOR OR AREA
loraine Gross Neville" * Elementary Education
Sandra Ann Nichol Biological Sciences
Phyllis Carolyn Nichols Elementary Education
Anne Lillis Noffsinger English
Jane R. Olmstead Health, Physical Education and
Recreation New Castle
..... Special Education: Orthopedically
Handicapped Willow Grove, Pa .
... History Duncan, Okla.
.......... Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Danvi lie
Jennifer Alice Patrick Elementary Education Lexington
Alice Jo Peck . Elementary Education Sharpsburg
Diana Marie Pence Elementary Education Hillsboro, O.
Florabel P. Penn" " Elementary Education Frankfort
linda Kay Pennington Elementary Education Ashland
larry Kerns Perrv" * History Lexington
Arthur Edward Phelps Mathematics Florence
Wanda Maxine Long Phillips" Elementary Education Danville
Phillip M. Pickett" Social Studies Huntsville, Ala.
Mary Christine Pitman Business Education-Secretarial .. Frankfort
Marcella Ann Pitts." Elementary Education Jeffersonville
Dorothy L. Porter** Elementary Education So. Ft. Mitchell
James Lee Porter ..Social Studies Lexington
Catherine Suzanne Price Elementary Education Kankakee, III.
Karen Dian Price Elementary Education Plymouth, Mich.
Betty Emanuella Quisenberry Elementary Education Winchester
Carol Jefferson Rambo English, Sociology Lexington
Amy Cone Rasor .German Lexington
Jerome Ratchford"" ... History, Political Science Lynch
Kenneth Dale Ratliff .. Biological Sciences Irvington
Nancy Leigh Reinhardt Elementary Education Ridgewood, N.J.
Denise Louise Reller Elementary Education Ft. Thomas
James Nelson Remley" History, Political Science Lexington
Janet Marshall Renkes Elementary Education Lexington
Barbara Kuntz Renner Elementary Education Lexington
Linda N. Renschler" English Louisville
Beverly Anne Rhodes .. Elementary Education Madisonville
Hilda Ann Richard" Elementary Education Lexington
Reva Sexton Richardson*" Elementary Education Ironton, O.
Karalee K. Riedling Elementary Education Louisville
Judith C. Riester"" Business Education Finchville
Julius Ritchie Biological Sciences Dwarf























• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965
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NAME MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
Pamela Elizabeth Rose Elementary Education Honolulu, Hawaii
Marjorie Lucille Ross " History Palmyra, Pa
Sherrill Ann Ross , ,.. Elementary Education Lyndon
Sarah Anne Rothwell Elementary Education, Special Educa-
tion: Mentally Retarded Lexington
....... Health and Physical
Education
Helen Diane Ruley .. " Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
, English
...... Special Education: Mentally
Retarded
.Elementary Education
,., .. .Bustness Education-
Secretarial
Kathleen Marie Schaefer ,.Health, Physical Education
and Recreation
Ronald Lee Schmidt Elementary Education
Sandra Marie Scholl History, Political
Science
Diane F. Schorr History .
Dennis Robert Set-reeker" History
Ursula Marie Schroeder Mathematics
Shirley Sharon Schulker " * Elementary Education
Daryl Elana Scott * * Biological Sciences
Dorothy Jewell Scott" Elementary Education
Frederick Gordon Scott English
Randolph Scott Elementary Education
Sheila Ann Segerson Special Education: Mentally Retarded,
Elementary Education Memphis, Tenn
Richard William Sexton" ....... Biological Sciences Dayton
Barbara Wick Keil Sheffler" .. Elementary Education Lexington
Anne A. Shipley" English Lexington
James Alexander Shope English Catlettsburg
Patricia Vincent Short .. , , English Stanford
Daniel Lane Shull** Elementary Education Middletown, O.
Dennis Lee Silcox" .Bicloqical Sciences Clinchco, Va.
William Paul Skeans " History, Political Science Martin
Rex Kevin Sloan** History Ashland
Carol June Stusher ' * Elementary Education Arcanum, 0
Doris Jean Smith Elementary Education Lexington
Karen Louise Smith* Elementary Education Ashland
Linda Rouse Smith* · Science Frankfort
Martha P. Smith* * Elementary Education Lexington
Sandra A. Lord Smith* .Elernentarv Education Lexington
Jane Ellen Spangler Elementary Education Ashland
David B. Sparrow History Mt. Eden
Ruth Frances Spencer English Sarasota, Fla.
Sylvia Spencer" History Newport






















• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
• * Degree awarded August 6, 1965
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NAME MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
SaraLynn $picer"'* Elementary Education Lexington
Alec G. Stone'* . Social Studies Lexington
John Edward Stone Social Studies Louisville
Mary Jo Stratton Elementary Education Paducah
Nona Perkins Stricker" : History So. Ft. Mitchell
Harlan Willis Stubbs, Jr. * History, Political Science Lexington
Vicky Lu Sutherland .. Elementary Education Lexington
Billie Jo Takacs' * Art Cumberland
Robert Ryland Taliaferro lit Health and Physical Education Lexington
Pamela Jo Tarvin "Elementary Education California
Jo Ann Taylor* ", Elementary Education Harrodsburg
Stephen M. Taylor Biological Sciences, Geography Louisville
john Kent Thaxton" English Lexington
DeAnna Ruth Thompson Elementary Education Lexington
JoAnn Thompson Elementary Education Cincinnati, O.
Patricia Ann Thompson "". _ Elementary Education Louisvi lie
Fred lee Thornton" Biological Sciences Harlan
Mary Jane Todd Elementary Education Lexington
Hazel Riley Tribble " Elementary Education Indianapolis, Ind.
Pamela Jean Tucker ",. ,Elementary Education Louisville
Anne Marie Vaughan Elementary Education Madisonville
Dennis Michael Wagner History Orlando, Fla.
Donald Lee Wagoner History Cynthiana
Linda Louise Walsh .. English Louisville
Patricia Wilson Walter Biology Catlettsburg
Theodore Bronston Walter·· .Htstorv Ashland






Doris Walker Weathers History, French
Mary Joanna Weaver· .Elementarv Education
Bonnie Sue Webb Elementary Education
Betty Howe Webster" Elementary Education
James Allen Wesche Biological Sciences
john Dewey Westwood English
Nancy Sue Whiddon Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
John Carey White· Health and Physical Education
Judith L. White Elementary Education
Judith Johnson Whitmer Business Education-Secretarial
Susan Louise Wilcoxen " Elementary Education








Deronda 8. vvtlltams '
Janet Gay Williarns "
Lawrence Downing Williams ""
• Degree awarded December 22, 1965





















NAME MAJOR OR AREA
Mary Lou Williams Elementary Education
Roberta Lou Williams English .
Suzanne Williams . History .
Linda Lee Wilson * * .. . .. Elementary Education
Stephany Dale Winter Elementary Education
Judith Witzer Special Education: Speech and
Hearing .
Meredith Louise Wood* * .Elementary Education
Anne Ki Igore Wooldridge"'''' Elementary Education
Carol Emge Woosley Elementary Education
Mary Ethel Wooton .History, English
Clara Robinson Wright'" .. English
Opal Pearl Wright* * Elementary
Stacia Pearl Yadon"'''' Elementary
Linda Marie Yow'" Elementary
Kristen Ann Zarger* * English




* Degree awarded December 22, 1965




















CHARLES FOSTER HAYWOOD, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMMERCE!
NAME
John Aboud, Jr." .
Richard Wayne Adams""
Jimmy Glass Alcorn .
Charlotte Virginia Arnall
EstiII Arrowood"
William Byron Arthur, Jr.
Kenneth Wayne Avlor"
Roy Wesley Bachmeyer, Jr.""




Sharon Kaye Birkhead .
William Robert Black. . .
Harley Neil Blankenship" .
Charles Gonza Blincoe"" .
John Karsner Bondurant, Jr. . .
Frank livingston Brown, Jr." .
Dillard James Brumfield .
Larry Charles Bryan .
David Ernest Burgio * .




David Lewis Carlton *
Janet Faye Carwile"
Charles Michael Casper" .
David Winston Clarke * *
Ralph Terry Collins





Donald Ray Com *
Earl McCoy Cornett" *








































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965






John Crawford Kirkman Curtis ..
Raymond Ri ley Davis .
Robert Randall Dawson, Jr.
Frank Graves Dickey, Jr..
Benton Glenn Dishman, Jr.·
James Eugene Dockter"
James Russell Duncan·· .
Jack Frederick Durie, Jr.
William Alexander Edie, Jr.
Robert Evan Edwards"
Robert Harold Edwards"
Darwin Dean Everman .
Ralph Barry Farmer
Robert Laurence Fears .










Carol Evelyn Goins *
Ashton Ellison Gorton ..
James Ronald Gossett
Jerre l Lee Greer
Walker V. Gretter '
Carol Louise Haines ..
Jack O'Neal Hall, Jr. .. ..
Beverly Kaye Hammond
Carson Bivins Harreld, Jr.
Richard Lee Hayden"
Frederick Richard Heath * *









John Thomas Hoehle, Jr.
James Joseph Hogan



















































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965
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NAME












Douglas Ronald Lal.coe '
Randolph Franklin langford··
Wilbur Ronald Lewis





















Billy Gerald Patrick "
Margaret Jo Patterson
James Robert Paul··










• Degree awarded December 22, 1965





















































Danny Lee Roberson *














Henry Bryant Stephens, Jr.
Bonnie Young Stice*"
Robert Bruce Stith







































































• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965
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COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
ARTH UR CHARLES GLASSER, Acting Dean



















Winfred Bernard Kluesner, Jr.
William Isaac McMakin
Robert Lee Miller ....



















































•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965




MARCIA A. DAKE, Dean






Lois J. Tudor Calvert .
Mary Jane Woods Dillard .
Ethlyn Lee Dreger
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CHARLES PARKER GRAVES, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE!
NAME
Joseph Andrew Brese!
Nelson Bryan Blankenship, Jr.
Ralph Damian Bolton .
George Herman Collignon
H. Clay Dow~ing II .
Ronald Anthony Erpenbeck* "" .
Whayne Harvey Haffler
Richard Paul Haines
Paul Martin Pinney, Jr ." •
Houston Gibbs Reese
James Allan Ross " , ..
john Douglas Walden

















• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
.. Degree awarded August 6, 1965




Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6
or higher for at least three years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either
of the above honors if he attains a standing of .2 higher than the three-year re-
quirement.
Those students eligible for these awards are identified by the white braided
cord worn on the left shoulder.
GRADUATED "WITH HIGH DISTINCTION"
Harland Bryan Birdwell*"
Victor Warren Day""
Jane Farmer Fox" *
Carolyn Martin Geisler"






Johnnie Malvern Higgins, Jr..


























Thornton Estol Daugherty, Jr.
• Degree awarded December 22, 1965
•• Degree awarded August 6, 1965

















William Schuyler Hamilton II
Michael Randall Hamlett
Carson Bivins Harreld, Jr.
Arthur Dimmitt Henderson
Donna Jean Hicks

















































































Honors in Anthropology-Jon Wilson Anderson
Michael Allen Hoffman
Honors in Political Science-Elizabeth Ann Schwendeman
Honors in Psychology-Shirley May Puckett
Ben Arthur Williams
Honors in Radio, Television and FiIms-Dennis Gene Anderson
Gerald Elliott Raybeck























Those students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue
and white cord worn on the left shoulder.
• * Degree awarded August 0, 1965
t Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 9, 1966, if all require-
ments are met.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION'S
FACULTY AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni As-
sociationestablished four annual awards, of $500 each, to be presented annually
to members of the University teaching and research staffs who, during the pre-
cedingtwo-year period on campus, had achieved distinction in writing and/or re-
searchand teaching. The purpose of the awards is to recognize achievement in
these fields and to encourage further effort.





The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallions
The award is made to one man and one woman of the grad-
uating class of the University of Kentucky each year and to one
other person who is not a student of the University, who need
not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall
have some interest in, association with or relation to the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this
form of recognition obviously appropriate.
Sarah B. Holmes
Sarah Anderson List
Willis K. Bright, Jr.
This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940. Each graduating class since
] 917 has heard the charge and taken the
accompanying pledge.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new re-
lation to the University, to the State and to Life. The
University that has given you of its store of learning
looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State
now conceives of you as citizens, welt prepared to do
your part in the government, development and guidance
of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you
larger intellectual interests, and widened your powers
of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is
satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach
problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in
your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you
will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for
what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material com-
fort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling of
work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest
in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In
your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To
your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to
be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women
of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted
to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship
of the University. It is right and fitting that you should
stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat this
pledge with me:
The Pledge
In the presence 01 this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with a strong sense 01
my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will
come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon
my loyolty to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service
01 God and my lellow man.
In testimony of your conduct and purpose, the Uni-
versity Faculty recommending, the Board of Trustees
of the University has conferred upon you the Diploma
of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowl-
edged by the great Seal af the University.
ALMA MATER'
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
HaiJ thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we 'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
• Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music; by Carl A. Lampert
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
--
